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INTRODUCTION
These guidelines have been prepared to assist field
staff who, in the course of their assignrnents, may be called
upon to describe soils or to teach methods of soil description. They are intended to draw attention to certain methods
and descriptive terms which have received wide acceptance
amongst soil surveyors, in the belief that the use of these
terms in their define<l. sense will do much to improve the
standard and uniformi ty of soil descriptive method. While
our interest is to attain uniformity of method there is no
intention to restrict the freedom of expression which an
experienced surveyor may require to describe adequately the
characteristics of a particular profile. These guidelines
do provide a selection of descriptive terms which, if used
in their correct sense, can be interpreted with confidence
by all readers and which can be used as a basis for more
elaborate soil description.
From its earliest days, FAO has used the Soil Survey
Manual (Agricul tural Handbook No. 18) of the U.s. Department
of Agriculture 1/ as its standard reference book for soil
description. There can be little doubt that the methods and
terms defined in the Soil Survey Manual enjoy wider use and
acceptance that those of any other system. Furthermore, FAO
soil surveyors have indicated that the majority of these
methods are no less appropriate ·for use in the tropics and
subtropics than in the temperate regions for which they were
}}rimarily designed. Consequently, the greater part of the
guidel ines which follow are extracted directly from the Soil
Survey Manual. The Soil Survey Manual, i tself, deals more
comprehensively with many of the aspects touched upon by
these guidelines and it should continue to be regarded as an
essential reference source by FAO staff . The guidelines are
intended merely to emphasize the importance which is attached
to the use of these defined terms in soil description and to
draw attention to the exact definition of the terms themselves.
The most recent revision of the Soil Survey Manual as
a whole was published in 1951. Since that time, ·new knowledge
and the requirements of new classification systems have placed
new demands on soi l description and have made it desirable
to define some additional descriptive terms. In selecting
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Footnote: throughout the remainder of this text this work
is referred to simply as the "Soil Survey Manual."
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such terms for inclusion in these guidelines, account has
been taken of the views and suggestions of FAO field staff
and of other authorities.
The soil horizon designations are the result of the
recommendations of panel of Experts convened by the International Society of Soil Science (ISSS) within the framework
of the FAO/ UNESCO Soil Map of the Worrd project. Horizon
definitions and nomenclature area section of volume I-Legend
of t h e soil Map of the Worl d .
The guidelin es are pri mari ly concerne d wi th the des cription of individua l pr of il es. In Sect i on Si x, however, some
guidanc e is given in the prepara tion of descri pt ions of who l e
bodies of soil which r equire mo r e el aborate t r ea tment s ince
they r epre.sent , in effect , an i n fini t e numb er .of r el a t ed
pro f il es.
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SECTION ONE
The Presentation of Data
The purpose of soil description is to provide information which will enable readers to obtain an understanding
of the characteristics of a soil and to compare these
characteristics with those of other soils of which they have
descriptions or personal knowledge. Comparison of soil
description is greatly facilitated if, in each description,
data are presented in the same order. Dif~erent authors
may hold different views on the most logical order of presentation and, indeed, this may vary with circumstances, but if
each is permitted to exercise his discretion in this matter,
th.e whole concept of uniformi ty is lost. It is for this
reason that standard outlines for soil description which
define even the order in which separate characteristics of
individual horizons should be described, is given in these
guidelines. Soil descriptions prepared by FAO staff should,
in future, follow these outlines as closely as possible.
In preparing a description a surveyor should assume
that his reader will have no knowledge of either the soil or
its locality and should provide as much detail as possible on
both subjects. '.!'here is a danger, however, that a large
amount of detail will tend to obscure the more important
differences between horizons and even the essential character
of the profile as a whole. This point is of particular
significance when the reader is attempting to compare a large
number of descriptions. It is for this ·reason that emphasis
is given in these guidelines to the inclusion of a brief
paragraph as a preface to the detailed description in which,
in a few sentences, the essential characteristics of the
soil are described. This paragraph will draw attention to
the most significant features of the detailed description
and will assist in the preliminary sorting of related
profil es .
Descriptions of Individual Profiles
The following order of presentation is proposed for
descriptions of individual soil profiles:
I

Information on the Site Sampled
a) Profile number
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b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Soil name (series; phase; or mapping index, etc.)
Higher category classification
Date of examination
Author(s) of description
Location
Elevation ( in metr.es)
Land-form:
(i) physiographic position of the site
(ii) land- form of surrounding country
(iii) microtopography (if any)
·i) Slope on which profile is sited
j) Vegetation or land-use
k) Climate
II

General Information on the Soil
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

III

Parent material
Drainage
Moisture conditions in the soil
Depth of ground water table ( in metl'es)
Presence of surface stones or rock outcrops
Evidence of erosion
Presence of salt or alkali
Human influence

Brief General Description of the Profile
Two or three sentences outlining the essential
characteristics

IV

Description of Individual Soil Horizons
For each horizon :
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Horizon symbol
Depth of top and bottom of horizon (in centimeters)
Colour: (i) moist; (ii) dry
Colour mottling
Texture
Structure
Consistence: (i) wet; (ii) moist; (iii) dry
Cutans (ped coatings), pressure faces , slickensides,
etc.
i) Cementation, if any
j) P6res
\
k) Content of rock and mineral fragments
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1)
m)
n)
o)
p)
~)
r)

Content of mineral nodules
Pans
Content of carbonates, soluble salts, etc.
Artefacts
Features of biological origin
Content of roots
Nature of boundary with horizon below

s)

pH

t) Number of sample , taken for analysis
V

Interpreted Lnformation on the So il

In contrast to previous sections of the description,
which are based, as far as po ss ible , on direct observat ions
of the soil and its locality , this sect ion is provided to
include inferences which the author may be prepared to draw
on the potential of the soil for agricultural development.
This grouping of interpretive material with the
detailed soil description may only be desirable at an early
stat;e of soil survey 1-10rk, when the characteristics of individual soil units are being established or when descriptions of individual profiles are sent to headquarters for
information or comment. For these purposes the additional
interpretive information may be very valuable. In drawing
up a final report on a soil survey, however,, interpretation
of the potential of different soil units is usually better
placed in a separate chapter or chapters.
Possible agricultural development will, of course,
vary greatly with locality and the following headings are
intended only as an indication of the type of information
which would be val uable.
a) susceptibility of the soil to erosion or other
forms of degradation
b) suitability of the soil for various types of
mechan ized agriculture
c) suitability of the soil for irrigation
d) suitability of the so il for specific crops, or for
spec ific forms of land-use (e.g., rangeland, arable
farming, forestry, etc.)
In addition , it would be very informative if the
surveyor includes in this sect ion notes describing the basis
for, or the justification of, the high order classifications
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he has given to the soil. In particular, he should draw
attention to instances where additional laboratory data is
necessary to confirm the provisional classifications he has
made.
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SECTION TWO
Information on the s ·i te Sampled

a)

Profile number

This number will have only local significance but is
particularly valuable for the coordination of descriptive
and laboratory data~

b)

Soil name

Local name given to the low order classification unit
of which the profile is representative.
c)

Higher category classification

The soil unit of the FAO Legend for the soil Map of
the World will be indicated. At present a variety of high
order classifications are in use in different parts of the
world. In most cases it will be desirable to indicate the
appropriate category in the classification most widely used
in the particular country or region in which the soil is
examined. However, the surveyor should attempt to indicate,
in addition, provisional classifications in other widely
used systems with which he may be familiar. In particular,
cross reference to the probable position of the soil in the
U.S.D.A. Soil Taxonomy is very ues irable.
d)

Date of examination:

Self explanatory

e)

Author(s) of description:

f)

Location

Self explanatory

The description of location should serve two purposes.
Firstly, it should enable readers to locate the profile
exactly and for this purpose i t may be necessary to relate
its position to small villa6 es or minor roads. Secondly, it
should serve to indicate the position of the profile
approximately in relation to large to¼~s, or other features
ivhich ,,ill be shoim on small scale maps of the country, for
the benefit of readers who are unfam_il iar with the area.
Where poss i b l e, t he l at i t u de and longitude of the profile
site shoul d be gi ven. It i s very i mportant that t h e ~
of the country, and preferabl y of the province, should be
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included in the location description.
omitted.

g)

They are aften

Elevation
Elevation above sea level will be quoted in metres.

h)

Land-form

The term "land-form", intended to refer only to the
shape of the land surface, is used here to avoid confusion
wi th "relief", for which specific terms have been defined in
the Soil Survey Manual. The terms used in the Soil Survey
lfianual to define different aspects of "relief'' require
interpretation of the combined influence of slope and run-off
on processes of erosion. On this basis land surfaces of
equal slope may differ in "relief'' in areas which have
different soil properties and differpnt climate. Whilst
this concept has practical value, it is desirable to avoiQ
terms which are based on interpretation rather than on direct
observation and in the tropics, _\·There exceptionally permeable
soils may remain remarkably stable on very steep slopes and
under intense rainfall, the concept is_ difficult to apply.
To provide an understanding of the situation of the
profile it is necessary to describe its position and the form
of the surrounding land. The following terms are recommended:
i) Physiographic position of the site:- ·
plateau; summit; crest(escarpment); convex slope;
terraceJ valley bottom; plain; depression.
ii) Topography of surrounding country:Flat or almost flat
slopes not steeper than 2%.
Undulating
steepest slopes between ~
and 8'f.,.
Rolling
steepest slopes between 8%
and 167b.
Hilly
st eepest slopes bet1,een 16%
and 30~b, the range of
elevation being moderate.
Steeply dissected
steepest slopes greater than
30%, range of elevation
moderate.
Uountainous
topography has great range in
elevation.
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iii) I-licrotopography:Where appropriate any natural or artificial forms
of microtopography should also be described. For
example - gilgai; contour terracing; levêes (natural
or artificial); etc.

i)

0lope on which profile is sited

'rhis refers specifically to the slope of the land
immediately -surrounding the pit or section from which the
profile is described . S inc e such a slope is unlikely to be
complex the following terms, simplified from those of the
Soil Survey Manual, are recommended:
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

1

Flat or almost flat

2 Gently sloping

3 Sloping
Moderately steep_
5 Steep
6 Very steep

4

0

2

'cfa
6%

6
13%
13 - 25%
25
555f
more than 55%

(lvhere possible the actual slope, determined. by Abney Ie.vel,
should be g iven together with the desienation of the slope
class, e.e;. - sloping ( 85-~).)
j)

Vegetation or land-use

Vegetation should first be described in simple terms
(e.g., deciduous forest; tall grass-land; open woodland;
etc.), followed, if possible, by description of botanical
species present with ap. indication of which, if any, species
are dominant . If the land is in use, the nature of the
land-use should be described.
In the case of farmland, the major crops should be
listed and as much information as possible given on methods
of soil management, use of fertilizers, rotations, yields,
etc.

k)

Climate

Care should be taken to ensure that climatic information quoted is relevant to the immediate locality of the
profi~e. Where data is derived from a meteorological station,
the d1stance of this station from the profile should be
stated, together with other factors, s~ch as difference in
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elevation, which may limit the relevance of the data. Length
of the dry season (i.e., months durine which shortage of rainfall places a severe limitation on agriculture), if any,
should be given. Where possible, monthly mean maximum and
minimum temperatures , and monthly rainfall should be quoted.
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SECTION THREE
General Information on the Soil
a)

Parent Material

This item should include information on the origin
of the parent material and, ,,here possible, on the _nature
of the parent rock:(s). (Examples:- "colluvial material
der i ved f rom gr anitic r ocks"; or "residual ma t eri al deri ved
from ba salt"; or "caloareous al l uv i a of the Ganges f l oodpl a i n".)

b)

Drainage

The follo wi ng definition s for soi l drainag e cl asses
for use i n so i l pr ofile descr iption are deri ved direotly
f r om the Soil Survey 1/lanua l :Class O Very Poorly Drained - water is removed from
the soil so slowly that the water table
remains at or on the · surfaoe the greater
part of the time. Soils of this drainage
class usually occupy level or depressed
sites and are frequently ponded.
Class 1

Poorly Drained - water is removed so slowly
that the soil remains wet fora large part
of the time. The water table is commonly at
or near the surface during a considerable
part of the year. Poorly drained conditions
are due toa high water table, toa slowly
permeable layer 1vi thin the profile, to
seepage, or to some combination of these
conditions.

Class 2

Imperfectly Drained - water i s removed fro m
the soil s iowly enough to ke ep i t wet for
sign i fi cant periods but not all of the t ime.
I mperfect l y draine d soils commonly have a
slowl y permeable layer within the profile,
a high water table, addi tions through seepage,
or a combination of t hese conditions.

Class 3 !foderately Well Drained - water is reIT1ov ed
from the soil somewhat slowly, so tha t the
profile is 1-ret for a sma ll but significant
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part of the time. r.Ioderately well drained
soils commonly have a slowly permeable layer
within or immediately beneath the solum, a
relatively high water table, additions of
water through seepage, or some combination
of these conditions.
Class 4

Well Drained - i-iater is removed from the
soil readily but not rapidly. Hell drained
soils commonly retain optimum amounts of
moisture for plant growth after rains or
additions of irrigation water.

Class 5

Somewhat Excessively Drained - water is
removed from the soil rapidly. Many of
these soils have little horizon differentiation and are sandy and very porous.

Class 6

Excessively Drained - water is removed from
the soil very rapidly. Excessively drained
soils are commonly lithosols or lithosolic
and may be steep, very porous, or both.

r.iore exact determinations of the drainage properties
of the soil req_uire actual physica,l measurements. Since
these are only carried out by soil surveyors in special
circumstances, when recommendations on irrigation or drainage
practices are required, for exarnple, terms for their
description are not includèd in these guidelines. (Suit able
terms for the separate description of run-off, soil
permeability and the internal drainage of the soil itself
are to be found in the Soil Survey rfanual, pages 165 - 169.)
c)

Moisture Conditions in the Soil
Under this heading· a brief description of the
moisture conditions prevailing in the soil at the
time of examination should be given (i.e., "profile
moist throughout", or "top 50 cm of profile dry,
moist below"). In particular, attention should be
dravm to unusual moisture conditions due to unseasonal
weather, the prolonced exposure of the profile,
flooding, etc.
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d)

Depth of the Ground Water Table

Where possib l e, both the depth at the time of description and the approximate average annual fluctuation in depth
(with part icular reference to the maximum rise) of the level
of the eround water su rface should be recorded. The maximum
r i se of the ground water can be inferred approximately from
changes in profile color in ~any, but not all, soils.

e)

Pre senc e of Surface Ston es or Rock 0 utcro ps

Thi s · item of de s cription i s concerned with the
presenc e of larg e fragments or rock outcrop s on or near the
soil surface that may limit the use of modern mechaniz ed
agricultural equipment. The classes of s toniness or
rockiness shoul d be judg ed on this basis , even in areas
where methods o"f a griculture at pr esent ar e pr imitive .
The fo ll oiüng s i mpl e terms are re commended to defin e
the size of l arge fragments in, or on, the s oi l:Grave l
f ragments up to 7.5 cm diameter
Stones r fragment s of 7, 5 to 25 cm diameter
Boul ders: fragment s larger than 25 cm diameter
(N0TE: Th ese terms are preferred to the more compl ex ones
def i ned i n t h e So il Su rvey Manu al since they may be trans l ated
readi l y into other languages.)
The fo ll owing c l asses of ston i ness, based on those
defi ned in th e Soil Su rvey Manual , are recommended:
Stonine ss Cl as se s
Cl a ss 0

No ston es or v ery fe w s ton es; too f ew st on es
to interf ere wi th till age . Stones cover le ss
than 0 . 01% of the area .

Cl ass 1

Fa irly s tony; suffi c i ent ston e s t o int erfer e
wi th till age but not t o make int er-tilled
c rop s i mpr ac tic a l . St on es cov er 0 .0 1% to
o . 1j; of the a rea. ( St on es 15 to 30 cm in
di amet er , 10 to 30 metre s apart . )

Cl as s 2

Stony ; suff i cient stones to make tillage of
inter-ti ll ed crops impracticable , but the
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soil can be worked for hay crops or improved
pasture if ether soil characteristics are
favorable. Stones cover 0.1% to 3.0% of the
area. (Stones 15 to 30 cm in diameter, 1.60
to 10 metres apart.)

Class 3

Very stony; suffioient stones to make all
.u se of machinery impractioable, except for
very light machinery or hand tools where other
soil oharacteristios are espeoially favorable for improved pastures. Stones cover 3.0%
to 15 %of the area. (Stones 15 to 30 cm in
diameter, 75 to 160 om apart).

Class 4

Exceedingly stony; sufficient stones to make
all use of machinery impracticable . Stones
cover 15% to 90% of the land. (Stones 15 to
30 cm in diameter, less than 75 cm apart.)

Class 5 Rubble ·land; land essentially paved with
stones which occupy more than 907; of the
surface area.
Comparabl e terms, as defined in the So il Survey Ifanual,
are recommended for the description of the presence of rock
outcrops. Where both rock outcrops and discrete stones are
present the two shoulcl be described separately.
Rock 0utcrop Classes
Class 0

No rocks or very few rocks; no bedrock
exposure or toe fe,, to int erf ere wi th tillage.
Less than 2°/., bedrock exposed.

Class 1

Fairly rocky; sufficient bedrock exposures
to interfere with tillage but not to make
inter-tilled crops impracticable. Depending
on the pattern of outcrops, exposures are
roughly 35 to 100 metre s apart and cover 2$'~
to 10% of the surface.

Class 2

Rocky; suffi cient bedrock exposures to make
tillage of inter-tilled crops impracticablc,
but soil can b e worked for hay crops or
improved pastu re if other soil characteristics
are favorable. Rock exposures are roughly
10 to 35 metres apart and cover about 10 to
25f, of the a rea , depending on their pattern .
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Class 3

Very rocky; sufficient rock outcrop to make
all use of machinery impracticable, except
for light machinery where the other soil
characteristics are especially favorable for
i mproved pasture. Rock exposures, or patches
of soi l too shallow over rock for use, are
rou ghly 3.5 to 10 metres apart and cover
about 25 to 50% of t h e sur face, depending
on their pat tern.

Class 4

Extremely rocky; sufficient r ock outcrop
(or very s hallow over rock ) to mak e a ll u se
of machinery impractica l. Rock outcrops
are about 3. 5 met re s apart or l e ss and
cover some 50% to 90% of the area .

Cl ass 5 Rock outcrop ; over 90% of the land i s exposed
be dro ck.

f)

Evi dence of Eros i on

Hh ere there is evi dence of accel erated removal or deposition of material as the resul t of erosion processes in
the area i mmediat e l y surrounding the profile, this should be
recorded. The su rveyor ehould distinguish between:1.

2.

3.

4.

!-lat er ero s i on
i)
sheet eros i on
i i)
ril l erosion
iii)
gully eros i on
Water depos it ion
Wind ero s i on
Vi nd depos ition

It is v ery diffi cult to define clas ses to indi cat e
the severi t y of ero s ion that would be eq_u ally app r opri a t e
for all soils , including thos e of the tropics . However,
for mo s t purpo ses, a sub jective di s tinction b et ween "sli ght ",
" moderate" and " sever e" dcg re e s of ero s ion will prov ide an
a dequat e i mpress ion of this a sp ect of the environment in
rel a tion to an i ndi v i du a l profil e. Separat e cons i deration
should be given to thes e qualifyin0 adj ective s as they a ppl y
to each of the types of i·1ater ero s ion listed above . 'I'hus
"moderate gully ero s ion" will usually represent the effect s
of more active erosion processes than thosc ,1hich caU:s e
"severe rill eros ion".
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Evidence of erosion detectable in the profile
characteristics themselves (e.g., missing or truncated
horizons) should also be noted, Usually this will only be
possible when the survcyor is familiar ,ü th the profile
characteristics of non-eroded phases of the same soil.

g)

Presence of Salt or Alkali

Exact classificat i on of saline, alkali and salinealkali soi l conditions must be based on laboratory data,
but the following simple classes, as defined in the Soi l
Survey J.!anual , can usually be distinguished in the field
and can be includèd i-,i th advantage i n a field soil
clescription :
Class O

Soils free of excess salt or alkali.
Practically no crops are inhibited by, or
show evidence of injury from excess salts or
alkali.

Class 1

Soils slightly affected by salt or alkali.
The growth of sensitive crops is inhibited
but that of salt-tolerant crops may not be.

Class 2

Soils moderately affected by salt or alkali.
Crop g-ro,,th is inhibited and no erop does
well.

Glas~ 3

Soils strongly affected by salt or alkali.
Only a few kinds of plants survive.

\rfhere conductivi ty measurements are available, the
follo1ving classes of salinity, as defined in the Soil Survey
Manual, can be recognized:
Approximate Limits of Salinity Classes

·Class
Class 0: Free

Conductivity of saturation
2
extract in millimhos per cm

O

4

Class 1: Sli ght ly affected

4

8

Class 2: Moderately affect ed

8 - 15

Class 3: Strongly affected

above 15

(
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h)

Human I nfluenc e

Under this hea ding t h e surveyor should record a ny
evidence of human a ctivi ty whi ch is likely to have affected the
physical or chemical characteristics of the pr ofil e de s c r ibed.
Apart from actual disturbance of the pr ofile by digging , etc .,
evidence of management practices such as ploughing , irrigation , drainage , terracing , bunding and si gnificant applications of organic or rni neral fertilizers should be recorded .
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sgcTION FOUH
Description of Individuo.l Soil Horizons

a)

Horizon Symbol

It is strongly recommended that the appropriate symbol
of horizon nomenclature should precede all ether data in the
description of each individual horizon. Such designations
provide a better understanding of the probab l e rel ationships
between hori zons in a single profile and, when the correlation
of several soil dcscriptions is attempted, they serve to
indicate which horizons can be most validly compared. It is
recognized that use of the symbol calls for interprctation
of the genetic s i gn ificance of obscrved soil characterist i cs
and that this is not ahiays easy, especially in deep tropical
soils. Nevertheless, the surveyor who describes the profile
is certain to be in a better position to ma.~e such
interpretations than any who may attempt to do so later from
the description alone.
Doubt as to the validity of the symbols applied to
individual horizons can be indicated by the addition of a
question mark (e.g., Bt?). Omission of horizon nomenclature
will carry the definite implication that the genetic
relationships between horizons is so doubtful that the
surveyor considers horizon designation to be valueless.
The symbols used to desif;nate soil horizons are as
fellows:
Capital letters H, O, A, E, B, C and H indicate master
horizons, or dominant kinds of departure from the assumed
parent material . Strictly, C and R should not be labelled
as "soil horizons" but as •" layers", since their characteristics are not produced by soil-forming factors. They are
listed here with the master horizons as important elements
of a soil profile. A combination of capital letters is used
for transitional horizons.
Lower case letters are used as suffixes to qualify
the master horizons in terms of the k ind of departure from
the assumed parent material . The lower case letters
immediately follow the ca-pital l etter. Two lower case
letters may be used to indicate two features which occur
concurrently .
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Arabic figures are used as suffixes to indicate
vertical subdivision of a soil horizon. For A and B horizon ..
the suffix figure is always preceded by a lower case letter
suffix.
Arabic figures are used as prefixes to mark lithologieal discontinuities.
Master horizons
H: An organic horizon formed or formin g from accumulations of organic materi al deposited on the surface,
that is saturated with water for prolonged periods
(unless artificially drained) and contains 30
percent or more organic matter if the mineral fraction contains more than 60 percent of clay, 20
percent or more organic matter if the mineral fraction contains no clay, or intermediate proportions

or organio matter for intermediate oontents of cläy.
0: An organic horizon formed or forming from accumulations oforganic material deposited on the surface,
that is not saturated 1-Iith water for more than a
few a_ays a year and contains 35 percent or more
organic matter.
1\:

A mineral horizon formed or forming at or adjacent
to the surface that either:
(a) shows an accumulation of humified organic
matter intimately associated with the mineral
fraction, or
(b) has a morphology acq_uired by soil formation
but lacks the properties of E and B horizons.

E: A mineral horizon showing a concentration of sand
and silt fractions high in resistent mineral s,
resulting from a loss of silicate clay, iron or
aluminium or some combination of them.
B: A mineral horizon in \vhich rock structure is
obliterated or is but faintly evident, characterized
by one or more of the following features:
(a) an illuvial concentration of silicate clay,
iron, aluminium, or humus, alone or in combinations ;
(b) a residual concentration of sesquioxides
relative to source materials;
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( c) an alteration of material from its ori g inal
condition to the ex tent that silicate clays
are formed , oxides a r e liberated, or bo t h , o r
granular , blocky or prismatic st r ucture i s
formed ,
C: A mineral horizon (or layer) of unconsolidated
material from which the solum is presumed to have
formed and which does not show properties diag-nostic of any other master horizons ,
R: A layer of continuous indurated rock , The rock of
R layers is sufficiently coherent when moist to
make hand dig0 ing with a spade impracticable, The
rock may contain cracks but these are too few and
too . small .for significant root development.
Gravelly and stony material which allows root
developr.ient is considered as C horizon ,
Transitional horizons
Soil horizons in which the properties of ti-m master
horizons merge are indicated by the combination of two
capital letters (for instance AE , EB , BE, BC , CB , AB , BA,
AC and CA) . 'I'he first letter marks the master horizon to
which the transi tional hori.zon is most similar .
Mixed horizons that consist of intermingled parts,
each of which are identifiable with different master horizons ,
are designated by two capital letters separated by a diagonal
stroke (for instance E/B, n/c) . The first letter rnarks the
master horizon that dominates . It should be noted that
transitional horizons are no longer marked by suffix figures .
Letter suffixes
A small letter may b'e added to the capi tal letter to
qualify the master horizon designation . Suffix letters can
be combined to indicate properties which occur concurrently
in the same master horizon (for example, Jl.hz, Btg, Cck).
Normall;y no more than two suffixes should be used in
comb ination . In transitional horizons no use is made of
suffixes which qualify only one of the capital letters .
A suffix may be used , however, when it applies to· the transitional horizon as a whole ( for example, BCk, ABg).
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The suffix letters used to qualify the master horizons
are as folloHs:
b. Buried or bisequal soil horizon (for example, Btb) .
c. Accumulation in concretionary form; this suffix is
commonly used in combination with another which
indicates the nature of the concretionary material
(for example, Bel-:, Ces).
g. Eott ling reflectinE; variations in oxidation and
reduction ( for example, Be, Btg, Cg).

(

h , Accumul at ion of organic matter in mineral horizons
( for example, Ah, Bh); for the A horizon, the h
suffix is applied only i-,here there has been no
disturbance or mixing from :ploughing, pasturing
or other activities of man (hand p suffixes are
thus mutually exclusive).
k. Accumulation of calcium carbonate.
m. Strongly cemented, consolidated, indurated; this
suffix is commonly uscd in combination with another
indicating the cementing material (for example,
Cmk marking a petrocalcic horizon wi thin a C horizon,
Bms markine an iron pan i,rithin a B horizon).
n. Accurnulation of sodium ( for- example, Btn).
p. Disturbed by ploughin[; or other tillage practices
(for example, Ap).
q. Accumulation of silica (Cmq, markine a silcrete
layer in a C horizon) •
r. Strong reduction as a result of e;roundwater influence (for example, Cr).
s, Accumulation of sesquioxides (for cxarnple, Bs) .
t. Illuvial accumulatioh of clay (for example, Bt) .
u . Unspecified ; this suffix is used in connexion with
A and B horizons which are not qualified by · another
suffix but have to be subdivided vertically by
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figure suffixes (for example, Aul, Au2, Bul, Bu2).
The addition of u to the capital letter is provided
to avoid confusion with the fermer notations Al,
A2, A3, Bl, B2, B3 in which the figures had agenetic connotation. If no subdivision using figure
suffixes is needed, the symbols A and B can be used
without u.
w. Alteration in situ as reflected by clay content,
colour, structure (for example, Bw).
x. Occurrence of a fragipan (for example, Btx).
y. Accumulation of gypsum (for example, Cy).
z. Accumulation of salts more soluble than gypsum
( for example, Az or Ahz).
Hhen needed, i, e and a suffixes can be used to qualify
II· horizons composed of fibric, hemic or sapric organic
material respectively (U.S. Soil Conservation Service, 1974).
Letter suffixes can be used to describe diagnostic
horizons and features in a profile (for example, argillic
B horizon: Bt; natric B horizon: Btn; cambio B horizon: Bw;
spodic B horizon: Bhs, Bh or Bs; oxic B horizon: Bws; calcic
horizon : k; petrocalcic horizon: mk; gypsic horizon: y;
petrogypsic horizon: my; petroferric horizon: ms; plinthite:
sq; fragipan: x; strongly reduced gleyic horizon: r; mottled
layers : g). But it should be emphasized that the use of a
certain horizon designatio'n in a profile description does
not necessarily point to the presence of a diagnostic horizon
or feature - see also under B horizon above - since the
lett er symbols merely reflect a qualitative estimate.
Figure suffixes
Hori zons designated by a single combination of letter
symbo l s can be vertically subdivided by numbering each
subdivi sion consecutively, starting at the top of the horizon
(for example, Btl - Bt2 - Bt3 - Bt4). The suffix number
always fellows a ll nf the letter symbols. The number
sequence applies to one. symbol only so that the eequenoe ie
reswned in oase of change of the symbol (for example, Btl Bt2 - :B,t;tl - Btx2). A se~uenoe is not interrupted, however,
by a lithologioal disoontinuity {for example, Btl - Bt2 -

2Bt3).
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Numbered subdivision can also be applied to transitional
horizons (for example, ABl - AB2), in which case it is
understood that the suffix applies to the entire horizon and
not only to the last capita! letter.
Numbers are not used as suffixes of undifferentiated
A or B symbols, to avo id conflict wi th the old notation
system. If an otherwise unspecified A or B horizon should
be subdivided, a suffix u is added.
Figure prefixes
When it is necessary to distinguish lithological
discontinuities, Arabic (replacing former Roman) numerals
are prefixed to the horizon designations concerned (for
instance, . when ·the C horizon is different from the materiaJ
in which the soil is presumed to have formed the followin 5
soil sequence could be given: A, B, 2C. Strongly contrasting
layers within the C material could be shown as an A, B, c,
2C, 3c ••• sequence).
b)

Depth of 'I'op and Bottom of Horizon

These measurements should be recorded in centimeters.
I:Jeasurement of depth should be made from the top of the
solum proper (i.e., from immediately below any layer of
leaves or other undecomposed vegetative matter). Where
there is any marked change in thickness of horizons the
range in depth of the top and bottom of the horizons
concerned should be recorded, together with a note on the
range of width of the horizon observed in the face of the
profile, (Example:- 45/50 - -55/65 cm (horizon width varies
from 8 to 15 cm).)
c)

Colour

The matrix colour of individual horizons should be
described using first the standard colour names, and second
the notations for hue, value and chroma given in the Munsell
Soil colour charts. The colour of the soil when moist (i.e.,
as soon as visible moisture films disappear from a moistened
sample) should be recorded first, followed, if possible in
the field, by the colour of the dry soil ( air dry). .Some
surveyors working in arid and semi-arid regions prefer to
list the dry soil colour first, on the grounds that this is
the normal condition of the soil in such regions. It is
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considered, however, that the advantages of such a practice
are ou tweighed by the possible confusion it may cause.
In some soils, notably those wi th strongly developed
ped coat i ngs, t he co l our of a crushed sample (or the withinped co l our, if peds are large) may differ cons i derably from
th e external col our of the peds. Such col our diff erences,
if marked, s houl d be recorded.

d)

Colour r:Iottling

The presenc e of colour mottling in a s oil profile may
be of great significance in rel a tion to g enesis or drainag e
and shou ld be carefully described . The terms defi ned in the
Soil Survey Manual are recommended and should be used in the
follo1dn g order:
i ) Abundance of mottl es:
F ew
mo t tles occu py less t han about 2% of the
exposed sur f ace.

êfa

to 20% of the

Common

mottles occupy about
exposed surface.

Many

mo ttl es occupy more than 201; of the
exposed surface,

NOTES:

Wh en mottl es are so abundan t t hat it ü,
no t poss i bl e to dist i nguish a s i ngl e
predominant mat r i x col ou r, the vari ou s
co l ou rs shoul d be listed and fo ll owed by
t h e wor d "mo ttl ed", e.g., red ( 2.5 YR 5/6),
brovm (7 ,5 YR 5/ 4) mot tl ed. When many
colour s ar e i nvolve d the Uun sell indi ces
s houl d be omitt ed.

ii) S ize of mottles (approximate di amet ers of individual mottle s ) :
mottles le ss than 5 mm a long gr eat es t
dim ension .
tles range b et we en 5 and 15 mm a l one;
mot
Medium
grea test dim~n s ion .
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Coarse

mottles are greater than 15 mm along
greatest dimension.

iii) Contrast between mottles :
Faint

indistinct mottles are evident and
recognizable only with close examination, Soil colours in both the matrix
and mottles have closely related hues
and chromas.

Di stinct:

Although not striking, the mottles
are readily seen. The lme , value, and
chroma of the matrix are easily
distinguished from those of the
mottles, They may vary as much as one
or two hues or several units in chroma
or value. The pattern may be one of
a continuous matrix with mottles or
one of mixtures of two or more colours.
Prominent:: The oonspicuous mottles are obvious
and mottling is one of the outstanding
features of the horizon. Hue, chroma,
and value may be several units apart.
The pattern may be one of a continuous
matrix with oontrasting mottles or one
of mixtures of two or more colours.
iv) Sharpness of mottle boundaries:
Sharp
Clear
Diffuse

knife-edge boundaries bet11een colours.
colour transition less than 2 mm wide,
colour transition extends over more
than 2 mm.

v) Colour of mottles:
In most cases only the standard colour namcs should
be given to descr ibe the colour of mottles. The
additional detail provided by the use of r.Iunsell notations is usually unnecessary for this purpose and
descriptions which inclucle many colour notations are
difficult to read.
e)

Texture
i) Texture of the ttf ine eart~• fraction (particles
less than 2 mm diameter).

For describin,:; the texture of the fine earth fraction
the terminology usea. by the U.S.D. A. is recommended. The
names, and the percentages of sand, sil t and clay which ea.c"
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represents, are sho1m in the triangular diagram belo11, taken
from the Soil Survey J'.1anual. It must be remembered that in
the U.S. system of particle size classification the term
"silt" refers to particles within the size r8!1:_g~: ,05 to

,002 mm. In countries where the "international" particle size
classification is normally used ( sil t: .02 to- .002 mm) i t is
desirable to introduce into the mechanical analysis routine
an additional determ i nation of particles of ,05 to .02 mm
diameter ( coarse sil t). This will permit correlations ·of
laboratory data i'Tith the U.S.D.A. textural c l assification.

TEXTURAL CLASSES
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In the "sand", "loamy s.a:nd" and "sanlly loam" classes i t
may sometit'nes be desirable to ihdicate that significant
proportions of coarse, fine or very fine sand are present in
the sand fraction. 'rhe exact defini tioni:; of these subclasses, as defined in the Soil Survey Hanual, are as follous:
Sands:
Coarse sand: 25 percent or more very coarse and
coarse sand, and less than 50 percent
any other one grade of sand.
Sand
25 percent or more very coarse,
coarse and mediwn sand, and less than
50 percent fine or very fine sand.
Fine sand
50 perc ent or more fine sand (or)
less than 25 percent very coarse,
coarse and mediwn sand and less than
50 percent very fine sand.
Very fine
sand
50 percent or more very fine sand.
Loamy sands:
Loamy coarse
25 percent or mor.e very coarse and
sand
coarse sand, and less than 50 percent
any other one grade of sand.
25 percent or more very coarse,
Loamy sand
coarse and mediwn sand, and less than
50 percent fine or very fine sand.
Loarny fine
50 percent or more fine sand (or)
sand
less than 25 percent very coarse,
coarse and mediwn sand and less than
50 percent very fine sand.
Loamy very
50 percent or more very fine sand.
fine sand
Sandy loams :
Coarse
sandy loam
Sandy loam

25 percent or more very coarse and
coarse sand and less than 50 percent
any other one grade of sa:nd.
30 percent or more very coarse,
coarse and medium sand, but l ess
than 25 percent very coarse sand,
and less than 30 percent very fine
or fine sand.
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Fine sandy
loam

Very fine
sandy loam

:30 percent or more fine sand and less
than 30 percent very fine sand (or)
between 15 and 30 percent very ·
coarse, coarse and medium sand.

30 percent or more very fine sa.nd
(or) more than 40 percent fine and
very fine sand, at l east half of
which is very fine sand and less than
15 percent very coarse , coarse , and
medium sand.

ii) Particles larg er than 2 mm diameter within the soil.
In étescrïbing so ils which include significant proportions ... of particles larger than 2 mm diameter, qualifying
adjectives describing the presence of these particles should
be added to the name of the textural class. In conformity
wi th the previous section on s urf ace stoniness classes (p~ 13:)
the follo11in 6 simp l e adjectives are recommended in preference
to those i:;iven in the Soil Survey r.Ianual , largely to simplify
problems of translation:

% of

large
parti cl es

Size of Particles (largest dimension)

0.2

-

7.5

cm.

7.5

- 25

cm.

2

-

157,

slightly
gravelly

sl i ghtly
stony

15
50

-

505:,

gravelly

stony

90c".,.

very gravelly

very stony

90~:

era.vel *

stones*

greater than

25

cm.

bouldery
very bouldery
boulders*

(*··used without additional textural qualific a tion)
It is recommended that addi tional infornudion on the
nature of the larg e particles should be given later in the
horizon description.

f)

3tructure

The system of structural classification defined in the
Soil Survey r.I anual is rccommended . In thi s system structure
i s defined in terms of grade; class; and type of aggregatcs.
When a so il cont ains agc;rcgates of more than one grade, class
or type the different kinds of aggregates should be described
separately.
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i)

Grade:

In the words of the Soil Survey Manual, "Grade
of structure is the de 6 ree of aggregation and
expresses the differential between cohesion within
aggregates and adhesion between aggregat~s". These
properties vary with the moisture status of the soil
and., where possible, grade should be determined when
the moisture content of the soil is "normal" (i.e.,
not unusually moist or unusually dry), Again where
possiblc, note should be made in the soil description
of any striking contrasts in structure which develop
under differing moisture conditions to which the
particular soil is regularly subject. Profiles which
have suffered long exposure are not suitable for the
determination of grade of structure.
Terms for grade of structure, as defined in the
Soil Survey Manual, are as follows:0 - Structureless. That condition in which there
is no observable aggregation or no definite
orderly arrangement of natural lines of wealcness. Massive if coherent; single grain if
noncoherent.
1 - Wealc. That degree of aggregation characterized
by poorly formed indistinct peds that are
barely observable in place. When disturbed,
soil material that has this grade of structure
breaks into a mixture of few entire peds,
many broken peds, and much unaggregated
material. If necessary for compar i son, this
grade may be subdivided into very weak and
moderately weak.
2 - Uoderate. That grade of structure charact erized by well-formed distinct peds that
are moderately durable and evident but not
distinct in undisturbed soil, Soil material
of this grade, when disturbed, breaks down
into a mixture of many distinct entire peds,
some broken peds, and little unaggregated
material.
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3 - Strorn::;. That gracle of structure characterized. by c1urable peds that are qui te
evident in undisplaced. soil, that ad.here
ueakly to one another, and that withstand.
d.isplacement and become separated when the
soil is disturbed. When removed from the
profile, soil material of this grade of
structure consists very largely of entire
peds and includes feH broken peds and little
or no unaggregated. materi al. If necessary
for comparison, this grade ma.y be subdivided
into moclerate1y strong and very strong.
ii)
and Class -and type of structur e:
iii)
The "plass" of structure describes the average size
of inclividu.11 aggregates whilst the "type" describe.s
their form or shape. Terms for the description of
class and type of structure are shoi,m in the following
table, Hhich is d.erived from the Soil Survey Hanual:

g)

Consistence

The terms defined in the Soil Survey !.ïanual for the
description of soil consistence are very widely used.
Unfortunately , they are also 11id.ely misused by surveyors
who are familiar uith the terms but not uith their definitions . Use of a, standard term in the ,•1rong sense can be
more mislead.ing than the use of some other term, the exact
meaning of ,·1 hich is knoim only to the ind.ividual surveyor.
It must be admitted that it is very difficult to define
terms that provide an adequate description of so il
consistence truly objectively. However , no-one has succeeded
in improving upon the terms and d.efini tions provided in ..the
Soi l Survey I-1anual, which are set out below and which are
recommended for use by all FAO soi l surveyors. Special
attention is dr2,vm to the definition of these terms .
In the American system, the consistence of soil
material Hhich is not cemented is separately described when
the material is wet; moist; and, if possible, dry. In some
soils, it may be desirable to describe the moist and dry
consistencies of soi l in the mass separately from those of
the final aggrec;ates obtained. after the so il is fairly gent l y
crushed.. Thus, a soil which is "very friable" (or "soft")
in the nass may be composed of fine aggregates uhich are
ind.i vid.ually . "very firm" ( or " hard" ).

TYPES

AND

CLASSES

OF

SOIL

STRUCTURE

Type {Shape and A rrangement or Pede)

P l atellke with

one dimenalon

Clae s

{th e vertical)
limited aOd
greatly l ees
than the other
two; arranged
around a hort
zontal plane;
!aces moetly
horlzontal

Prlemltke with two dimen siona
(the horlzont al) limlt ed and
coneid era:bly lees than th e
vertlcal; arranged around a
vertical lin e ; vertlcal races
well defined; vertices
angular

Withou_t
ro\Jnded" caps

Platy
Very tine
or very
thln
Fine or
thln
Medium

Coaree or
!blek

Prlemattc

with rounded
caps

Columnar

Blocklike; poly hedronlike, or epheroldal, wlth three
dimenaiona or the sa.me orde r or magnitude, &l'lr&nged
around a po int
Blockllke; bloc ks or poly hedrone h aving plane or
curved surfaces that a r e
casts or the m o ulde formed
by the ra ces of t h e
eurrounding pede
Faces n a tten
ed; moet ver
ticee eharply
angular

{Angular)
Blocky

Very fJne pris- Very fine col- Very fine anmatte; 10 mm. umnar; 10mm. gular blocky;
5 mm.
Thtn platy;
Fine prlsmatic Fine columnar; Fine angular
10 to 20 mm . blàcky; 5 to
1 to 2 mm.
10 .to 20 mm .
10 mm.
Medium colum Med_tum anguMedium platy ; Medium pris2 to 10 mm. matte; 20 to
nar; 20 to
lar 10 .to
20 mm.
50 mm .
50 mm.

Very thln
platy; 1 mm.

Thlck platy;
5 to 10 mm.

Very coareE Very thick
or Tery
platy ; 10 mm.
thlck

Coaree prismatte; 50 to
100 mm.
Very coaree
prismattc;
) 100 mm.

Coarse columnar; 50 to
100 mm.
Very coaree
columnar;
100 mm.

>

Coaree angular
blocky; 20 to
50 mm.
Very coaree ,
angular blocky
50 mm.

>

Mixed rounded
and natten ed
facee wlth
many round-ed
vertices

Sph erolde or polyhedrons
havirig plane or curved
eurfaces w hlch have slight
or no accommodatton to the
races of surroundlng pede
Relatively
non-porous
pede

Subangular
Rlocky
Very fine sub
angular blocky
5 mm.
Fine eubangular blocky;
5 to 10 mm .
Medium suban
gular blocky;
10 to 20 mm.
Coaree subangular blocky;
20 to 50 mm.
Very coaree
subanguls.r
blocky:)50mm

Granular

Porous
pede

Crum~

Vecy fine gra- Very fine
nular 1mm. crwnb; 1mm.
Fine granular; Fine crum.b;
1 to 2 mm.
1 to 2 mm.
Medium granu Medium
lar; 2 to 5mm. crum.b
2 to 5 mm.
Coaree granular; 5 to
10 mm.
Very coaree
granular;

>

10 mm .
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Definitions of consistence, derived from the Soil
Survey J,lanual:
I.

Consistencc \/hen \·/et

Determ i ned Hhen the soil is at, or sli ghtly 2.bovc,
f i e ld capacity.
( a) St icl:iness
St icl:iness is the q_u2,li ty of aà.hesion of the soil
material to other objects. Determinéd b~r notine; the
adherence of soil matcri a l i-ihen it i s µresGed between thumb
and fin ge r .
0 - I!on-stic1:y: after release of pressure, practically
no soi l material adheres to thumb or fin,scr.
1 - Sli i;htly sticky: after pressure, soil material
adhcres to both thumb and finger but comes off
one or the other rather cleanly. It is not
appreciabl;y strctched when the digi ts are
separated.
2 - Sticlcy: after pressure, soil material adheres to

both thumb and. fineer and tencls to stretch someHhat and pull a:,:iart rather than pull.in,:; free
from eithcr digit.
3 - Vcry sticl:y: after pressure, soi l material adheres
strongly to both thumb and forefing-cr and is
decidedly stretched Hhen they are separated.
(b) Plasticity
Plasticity is the ability of soil material to change
shape continuously under the influenc e of an apri lied stress
and. to retain the imprcssed shape on removal of the stress.
Determinecl by rollinc the soi l material beti-ieen thurnb anél.
forefin[;'er.
0

ITonplastic: no wire is formable.

l

3li ght l y pl astic: wire formable but soil mass
easily deformable,

2 -

?12,stic: 11ire forrn1J,ble and much prer;sure rcq_uired
for deformation of t he soil mass.

3 - Very plastic: uire formable and much pressure
r e_o_uircd. for d.efo rrnation of the soil mass.

(
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II .

Consistence When Moist

Determined i:ct a moisture content a!)proximately midway
bet,·rnen air-dry and fie l d capaci ty, by attempting to crush
in the hand a mase of soil material that appears slightly
moist.
0

Loos e: noncoherent.

1

Very friable: soil materia l crushes under very
g-entl e pressure but coheres ,·1hen pressed to gether .

2 - lt'riab l e: soi l material crushes eas ily under centle
to moderate pressure between thumb and forefinger.
3 - Firm: so il material crushes un der moderate pressure
between thumb and forefin c;er but resist an ce is
diitinctly noticeab l e.

4 - Very firm: soil material cru shes und er streng
pressure; barely crushable between thumb and
forefincer.

5

Bxtre1~rn l y firm: soi l mat erial crushes only under
very strone; pressure; cannot be crushed between
thumb and for efinger and must b e braken apart bit
by bit,

(NO'.fü: th e term "compact" should only be used to

denote a combination of firm moist consistence
and close packinG of part i c le s. It can be
q_uali fied by use of "very" or "extremely".)
III.

Consist enc e Hhen Dry

Deterrnined by a ttern pt ing to break an air-dry mass
beti-,een thurnb and forefin g er or in the hand.
0

Loose: noncoherent .

1

Soft: so il mass is very 1,eakly coherent and
friable; breaks to powder or individual grains
under very slight pressure.

2 - Slightly hard: wea}~ly resistant to pressure;
easily braken between thurnb and forefinger.
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3 - Hards moderately resistant to pressure; can be
·broken in the hands without difficulty but is
barely breakable between thumb and forefinger.
4 - Very hard: very resistant to pressure; oan be
broken in the hands only with diffioulty; not
breakable between thumb and forefinger.

5 - Extremely hards extremely resista.nt to pressure;
cannot be breken in the hands.
Some soils, of unusual consistence, are difficult to
describe adequately using these standard terms alone and
surveyors should feel free to arnplify their description
with additional adjectives. "Fluffy", "sméary0 , "slippery"
are examples of adjeotives which have been used to describe
the oonsistence of soils oontaining allophane. Surveyors
should try to avoid adjectives that are ambiguous ("cheesy"~
what sort of cheese?) and should recognize that many
descriptive adjectives cannot be oonveniently translated
into other languages. As far as possible, such terms should
be used in addition to, rather than in place of, the
standard terms.
h)

Cutans (ped coatings), pressure faces, slickensides 1 eto.

Under this item any detectable surface phenomena on
ped faces and within cracks, pores and channels should be
described, whatever their possible origin. Thus, coatings
(skins), pressure faces, slickensides, etc., are all included
in this item.
The term "cutan" (coined by Brewer, Journal of Soil
Scienoe, Vol. 11, Bo. 2, 1962) is preferred as a generic term
for all apparent coatings, olay bridges (in sandy soils),
etc. since it oarries no implication of the composition or
mode of formation of the phenomena observed. It is recommended
that the qua.ntity, thickness, if possible the probable nature
of the materials forming the cutans, and their location
should be described in the following terms:i)

Quantity
Patchy

s small scattered patches of cutan
on ped faces or as linings in pores,
etc.
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Broken

1

cutans which cover muoh but not all
of ped faces or line most but not
all pores, etc.

Continuous

I

cutans that cover peds entirely or
completely line pores, channels, etc.

Thin

1

fine sand grains are readily apparent
in the outa.n, bridges between grains
are waak, thickness microscopiè.

Moderately
thick

1

fine sand grains are enveloped in
the outan and their outlines are
indistinct.

ii) Thiokness

Thick

: surface of cutan is smooth showing no
outlines of fine sand grains, strong
bridges between larger grains.

iii) Nature
Brewer (loc. sit.) distinguishes outans formed from
the following materials:Pure olay minerale (rare).
Clay minerals with iron oxides and hydroxides.
Clay minerale with organio matter.
S esquioxides.
Manganese oxides or hydroxides.
Soluble salts (oarbonates, sulphates, chlorides,
etc.)
Silica.
In few cases will it be possible to distinguish
with certainty the material forming a cutan, using
only a hand lens in the field. Consequently, reference to these materials in a soil description will
be assumed to be tentative unless it is specifically
stated that their ·nature has been determined by
microscopio and/or laboratory methods. To avoid
possible misunderstanding it may be desirable to
qualify description of materials by such adjectives
as "possibly" or "proba.bly'' • .
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iv) Looation of cutans
The looation of the cutans on ped faces should be
desoribed, paying particular attention to the orientation
of the pede. Thus cutan development may be much
better developed on horizontal ped faces than on
vertical ones. The cutans may form bridges between
pede or mineral grains, or they may be confined to
pores or root ohannels.
Examples of possible outan descriptions:Patchy thin cutans, probably of clay minerale with
iron oxides and hydroxides, mainly on horizontal
ped faces;
or:

Continuous moderately thick outans, possibly of
clay minerale with organic matter, on horizontal
and vertioal ped faces.
Absence of detectable cutans may be significant in
relation to soil genesis and classifioation and should be
noted (e.g., "no cutans") in the description of "l3" horizons.
The reader will then be sure that this aspect of soil
morphology has not merely been overlooked.

i)

Cementation

The terms defined in the Soil Survey Manual are
reoommended for desoribing the oementation of soil material
by substances other than olay minerale, which may affect all
or part of a soil horizon. Unless stated to the contrary,
descriptions of cementation imply that the condition alters
little, if any, with changes in the moisture content of the
soil. If the cementation does not affect the whole mass of
the soil horizon, the distribution of oemented parts and the
approximate proportion of the horizon whioh they occupy
should be desoribed.
Terms for describing the degree of cementation,
derived from the Soil Survey Manualt
1 - Wea.kly cementedt cemented mass is brittle ·and hard
but can be breken in the hands.
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2 - Strongly cementeds cemented maas is brittle and
harder than can be broken in the hands but is
easily broken with a hammer.

3 - Very strongly cementeds brittle, does not soften
under prolonged wetting, and is so extremely hard
that for breakage a sharp blow with a hammer is
required; hammer generally rings as a result of
the blow.

The method of pore description recommended is tb.at
proposed by Johnson et al. (Soil Science, Vol. 89, 196o)
which is already widely used. This method is appropriate
for use in the field since it is oonoerned primarily with
meg~scopic pores which may be e.xamined directly with equipment
no mor·e elaborate than a hand lens. The nature and abundance
of microsoopic pores, which are undoubtedly of importanc~ in
relation to the physical properties of soils and which receive
emphasis in other descriptive systems, can only be determined
in the field by indirect measurements.
The following terms and modifying adjectives are derived
from Johnson's paper (loo. cit.):A.

Abundance Classes

Few

lto 50 per square decimeter (1 to 3 per
square inch of surface).

Common

51 to 200 per square decimeter (4 to 14
per square inch of surface).

Many

s

More than 200 per square decimeter
(more tha.n 14 per square inch of surface).
B.

Micro
Very fine
Fine
Medium
Coarse

'
'

Diameter Classes

l

Less tha.n 0.075
0.075 tol mm. mm N.B. the same size
limits as for
lto 2 mm
granular peds.
2 to 5 mm
)
over 5 mm.

Micro pores are present in all soils, but are difficult
to observe without a microscope. Normally', therefore, they
will not be mentioned in the field descriptions.
Pore diameter may be measured easily by use of an appropriate reticle and hand lens, or by comparison with objeots
of lcnown diameter. li'or example, 40-gauge copper or nichrome
wire is almost exaotly 0.075 mm in diameter, and 18-gauge
wire and thin meohanical penoil leads are all 1 mm in
dia.meter.
.C.
Continuous
Disoontinuous

Continuity Classes
Individual pores extend through the
horizon.

s

Individual pores extend only part-way
through the horizon.

Continuity of individual porés may be observed most
easily by examination of vertioal soil surfaoes, both _natural
ped faoes and broken surfaoes.
D. Orientation Classes
(applied to tubular pores)
Vertioal

s

Most of the pores are oriented vertioally,
or more nearly vertioally than diagonally.

Horizontal s

Most of the pores are oriented
horizontally, or more nearly horizontally
than diagonally.

Obliqua

Most of the pores are oriented at the
angle of 45° to the vertical, or more
nearly diagonally than horizontally or
vertically.

Random

Pores are oriented in all direotions and
it is impossible to say that vertical,
horizontal, or oblique orientation predominates.E.

Inped

s

Distribution within Horizons
Most of the pores are within the ped.

(
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Exped

s

F.

Ty-pes:Vesicular

Interstitia.l
(

Tubular

Modifierss_.,
Simple

Most of the pores are between ped faces,
i.e., along the interfaces between
adjacent peds.

Morpholog:y of Individual Pores
:

Approxima.tely spherica.l or ellipsoida.l
in sha.pe; not appreciably elongated in
a.ny direction.
Irregular in shape, with faoes that are
ourved inward: bounded by curved or angular surfaoes of adjacent mineral gra.i.ns,
or peds, or both.
More or less oylindrical in shape, i.e.,
roughly circular in cross-section but
greatly elongated along the third axis.
(applied to tubular pores). Individua.l
pores are single tubules; not branched.

Dendritio

(a.pplied to tubular pores). Individual
pores bra.neb like plant roots.

Open

(applied to tubular and interstitial
pores). Pores are open, at least at
the upper end, or at one end of
horizontal pores.

Closed

(applied to tubular and interstitial
pores). Both ends of pores are sealed
off from acoess to air and water by
mineral or organio-mineral particles
(some very fine and micro pores are
sealed at both ends by clay flow
surfaces).

EXA.MPLES
In desoribing pores in detail, a sequence of terms
oorresponding to the one given in the outline above is
appropriate. Following are sorne examples:
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(a)

Many very fine disoontinuous vertical inped
closed simple tubular pores;

(b)

Common medium and fine continuous vertioal e:xped
open dendritic tubular pores;

(c)

Many medium and ooarse inped vesioular pores;
and

(d)

Few medium and fine continuous interstitial
pores.

Leas detailed desoriptions of soils in the field may
emphasize only abundanoe, dominant size, and shape.
Following are examples of abbreviated descriptions:

k)

(a)

Many fine tubular pores;

(b)

Common medium vesioular pores;

(o)

Few ooarse interstitial pores.

Content of Rock and Mineral Fragments

In tropioal soils, in which the rate of weathering is
usually rapid, the presence of weatherable rook and mineral
fragrnents bas special practical and genetio significa.nee.
Even relatively inert particles, suoh as quartz fragments,
may form such a prominent feature of the soil profile that
their accurate desoription is necessary to provide the
reader with a valid impression of the soil. Ideally the
description of such particles should inolude information on
their abundance, size, shape and nature.

A.

Abundance

Unfortunately, it is v.e ry difficult, if not impossible,
to define quantitative terms whioh are equally appropriate
throughout the possible size range of rook and mineral
partioles. On the other hand, an indioation of the volume
oooupied by large particles has already been given in the
form of qualifying adjeotives to the textural class (q.v.).
What is required, therefore, is an indication of the relativa
numerical abundance of partioles in different size groups.
For this purpose exactly defined terms are unnecessary and
little serious misunderstanding will arise if the following
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terms are .used on a subjective basis (the definitions given
in ~erms of volume ocoupied are only intended aa a guide the;y: are clearly inappropriate for large particles):
Very few

(less than % by volume).

Few

( 5

15%

by volume).

Frequent

(15

40o/o

by volume).

(40

Bo%

by volume).

Very Frequent

1

When rock or mineral fragments occupy a horizon to
the virtual exolusion of fine earth, their. abund.anoe may be
desoribed as "dominant".
11.

Size

Size ranges for large partioles have been defined
previously as follows1
Gravel

0.2

7.5 om.

Stones

7.5

25 om.

lloulders

more than 25 om.

(largest dimension)

"

"

"

n

Greater detail with regard to size is often desirable
in oomparing the relative proportions of partioles in
different size ranges in a single horizon. The most
convenient method is to provide an estimate in centimeters
of the average diameter of particles in a partioula.r size
group, e.g., gravel (6 om); or, where necessary, of the
range in diameters inoluded within the group, e.g., stones
(10 - 15 cm). For oonvenience it may be desirable to use
additional qualifying terms: _fine or coarse {gravel), and
small or large {stones and boulders), to distinguish the
size groups that have been recognized. The aotual diameter,
or range of diameters, should be quoted to define the intended meaning of these terms. Por example, a partioular
horizon might inolude "frequent small stones ( 10 cm) and
few large stones (18 - 22 cm)".
Fragments of individual weatherable minerale (e.g.,
felspars or mioas) ma.y be smaller than 2 mm diameter.
Nevertheless, if present in appreoiable quantity, suoh
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fragments should receive separate mention in the description.
C.

Shape

(

The simple terms "angular"; "rounded"; "flat"; are
usually adequate to desoribe the shape of fra.gments and
require no definition.
D.

Nature

The nature of the rock or mineral fra.gments should be
described as accurately as possible, e.g., "biotite-schist";
"granite"; "limestone";"quartz"; "felspar"; etc. Where the
nature is indeterminate, "rock" or "mineral" fra.gments can
be used.
The state of weathering of the fra.gments (other than
quartz) should also be described and following qualifying
adjectives are suggested:
li'resh
Weathered

Strongly
weathered

fra.gments showing little or no signa
of weathering.
,

partial weathering is indioated by
discoloration and loss of orystal.
form in the outer parts of the
fra.gments but the centers remain
relatively fresh and the fra.gments
have lost little of their original
strength.
all but the most resistant minerale
are strongly discolored and altered
throughout the fra.gments which tend
to desintegrate under only moderate
pressure.

EXAMPLES
The following examples illustrate the proposed method
of describing the content of rook and mineral fragments in
single soil horizons. It will be noted that it may be
necessary to change the order of qualifying adjectives in
order to obtain a readable description.

(
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(a) Frequent small rounded etonee (8-12 cm)
and few large rounded etones (15-20 cm)
granite;
(b) Very frequent minute fra.gments (0.1-0.5
fresh felspar and few angular fragments
gravel (1-2 om).
( c) Dominant a.ngular quartz gravel (1-3 om)
quartz stones (10-15 om).
1)

of quartz
of weathered
cm) of
of quarte
and angular

Content of Mineral Nodules

Under this item, a wide variety of concretionary,
aocretionary and reeidual nodules may need to be described.
'fhe term "nodule" carries· no implication of mode of formation
a.nd is, therefore, preferred when the mode of formation is
uncertain.
Description of nodular material should include information on _abundance, size, hardness, shape, color and nature of
the nodules. The following terms a.nd method of desoription
are recommended.
A.

Abundance

The problem of defining quantitative terms for nodules
is essentially similar to that of rock and mineral fragments
(q.v.) and the same terms are recommended. Sinoe the range
of nodule is relatively narrow with few exceeding 2 om
diameter, greater weight can be given to the definitions
based on volume:
Very few

s {less than

5%

by volume).

Few

: ( 5

15% by volume).

Frequent

: (15

Very frequent

1

40% by volume).
Bo% by volume).

(40

Dominant
s (over Bo% by volume).
The gravel fraotion of many tropical soils is
Jomposed partly of rock fragments and partly of nodules.
Information on the proportion of each component (expressed
as a percentage) is of particular value to engineers, whose
interests should not be forgotten in the preparation of soil
descriptions.
B.
Small
Large

~

less than l om diameter (largest dimension)
: more than 1 cm diameter (largest dimension)
1
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The average size can be indicated in brackets:- this
is desirable if the nodules are exoeptionally small (leas
than 0.5 om) or large (over .2 om).
c. Hardness
t nodule can be broken between forefinger
Soft
and thumb nail.
Hard
t nodule cannot be broken in the fingers.
D.

Shape

spherical
irregular (or
"knobbly'')
angular

self-explanatory

1
E.

Colour

Simple terms (e.g., black, red, white, etc.) are
adequate.
F.

Nature

The presumed nature of the material from which the
nodule is mainly formed should be given, ·e.g., "ironstone"
(a convenient term for various materials in which compounds
of iron are thought to predominate); iron-manganese;
gibbsite; calcium carbonate; etc.
Ideally, a description of the internal struoture of
the nodules should be given, since this may be of genetio
significanoe (e.g., concentric layers, arnorphous, vesicular,
with and without hardened outer "skin", etc.).

EXAMPLES
The following examples illustrate the proposed method
of describing noduless
(a) Frequent small, hard, spherical, black ironstone
nodules of concentric structure;
(b) Few small (0.25 cm), soft, irregular, purple ironmanganese nodules of amorphous structure;
(c)

60% of gravel fraction composed of frequent angular
quartz fragments (2-3 cm), remainder of few small
hard, spherical, red ironstone nodules.

(
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m)

Pans

For purpo,ses of soil description, two broad classes
of "pan" horizon can be recognized.
The first of these includes horizons which although
compact or hardened, especially when dry, are largely
uncemented and can usually be described using the standard
terms for texture, structure and consistence. Clay pans,
plough pans, fragipans, etc., are included in this class.
The reader•s attention should be drawn to the presence of
such pa.na in the introductory statement to the profile .description and further emphasis can be given by commencing the
description of the particular horizon with the words "clay
pan" or "fragipan", etc., as appropriate.

(

The second class of pan horizon, includes thosè which,
for praotical purposes, can be considered to be irreversibly
cemented. The usual terms for horizon description, other
than those for colour, are likely to be inappropriate for the
description of such ·pans. In these cases it is necessary to
indicate the na\ure of the pan and to describe its structure
as adequately as possible.
Note on the nomenclature of cemented pans
i) It is recommended that the term "Pet::..•oferric horizon"
be used to describe the irreversibly hardened plinthite, often
of considerable thickness, whic~ is commonly found in tropical
and subtropical soils and in which oompounds of iron are
considered to be the primary cementing agents. The term
"laterite" should n~t be used since it carries a variety of
other interpretation.
ii) Thin pa.na, thought to be cemented by iron in
combination with orga.nic matter, which are characteristic of
Placic Podzols (Placaquods) should be referred to as "placic
horizon" or simply "thin iron pan".
iii) Convenient terms ·for the description of pans oemented largely by silica ("duripans") or by calcium carbonates
{"petrocalcic horizon") or gypsum ("petrogypsic horizon") have
been defined in volume I - Legend of the Soil Map of the World
and in the USDA Soil Taxonomy to which the reader is referred.
These and other terms coined in the FAO legend and USDA Soil
Taxonomy (e.g. argillic horizon, mollie epipedon,· etc.) should
only be used in the strict sense of their definition.
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Additional Terms for . the Description of Cemented Pans
The following terms are suggested to assist in the
description of cemented layerss
A.
Continuous

Continuity of the Pan
: Pan extends as a layer without, or
almost without, break across the
exposure.

Discontinuous s Layer is broken by fissures but
original orientation of separated
pieces is preserved.
Broken·

: Layer is broken by fissures and
individual. pieces are disoriented.
B.

Structure of Pans

?l):assive

s Material has no reoognizable structure.

Vesicular

1

Pisolitic

s Layer is largely constructed from

Material has sponge-like structure,
having large pores which may, or may
not be filled with softer material.
spherical nodules cemented together.

n)

Nodular

: Layer is largely constructed of
cemented nodules of irregular shape.

Platy

s Cemented units are plate-like in form
(vertical dimensions limited and
greatly leas than the other two). The
size classes defined for nplaty"
structured soils peda (q.v.) are
equally appropriate for oemented
material.

Content of Carbonates, Soluble Salts, etc.

Under this item the presenoe of carbonates, gypsum or
crystallized soluble salts should be noted. The form (e.g.,
pseudo-mycelia; nodules, orystals; effloresoences; etc.)
should be described. As far as possible, the percentage
volume oocupied by large particles of such materials should
be estimated.
In profiles derived from, or suspeoted of inoluding,
calcium oarbonate, the oarbonate content of eaoh horizon
should be tested with dilute hydrochlorio acid and desoribed
using the following terms:
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non caloa.reous: no detectable effervescence.
slightly
calcareous
calcareous
strongly
calcareous
(NOTE:

o)

: very feeble effervescence, soa.rcely
visible but detectable to the ear.
z visible effervescence.

: streng effervescence, particles of
carbonate usually clearly visible.

The reaction to acid can be e:xpected to be
more vigorous in sandy material than in fine
textured material having the same oarbonate
content.)

Artefacts

The presence of artefacts (pieces of brick, pottery,
flint tools, etc.) or of other evidence of the activity of
man (e.g., charcoal) occurring below normal plough depths,
say 20 cm, should be recorded as evidence of disturbance, of
very long periode of cultivation, or of separate levels of
deposition.
p)

Features of Biological Origin

Any evidence of past or present biologioal activity
(e.g., krotovinas, termite burrows, insect nests, worm casts
or the burrows of larger animale) should be recorded, if it
is considered to be oharacteristic of the soil described,
q)

Content of Roots

Exhaustive description of root distribution, horizon
by horizon, is rarely necessary. A general comment on root
distribution should be included in the introductory paragraph
to the profile description, however, drawing attention to
any abnormalities which are observed. Where such abnormalities are related to vertical or horizontal features of profile
morphology and, consequently, may be regarded as characteristics of the soil, detailed description of root distribution
in the horizons affected is desirable, In deep exposures,
notes on the size and abundance of roots in deep horizons
can be informative.
For purposes of root description the following size
classes are reoornmended (it will be noted that these are the
same as those reoommended for describing the size of gra.nula.r
peda):
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very fine roots: leas than 1 mm diameter
fine roots
1
2 mm diameter
medium roots
1 2
5 mm diameter

(

: over 5 mm diameter

coarse roots

Quantitative terms are very difficult to define but
the expressions "very few"; "few"; "common"; "frequent";
"very frequent"; and "abundant" without rigid defini tion, are
usually adequate to express relative root abundance between
separate horizons in a single profile.
r)

Nature of Boundary: with Horizon Below

The terms recommended for describing the nature of
boundaries between horizons are those defined in the Soil
Survey Manual, modified slightly to provide convenient
measurements in the metric system. Boundaries are described
in terms of width (over which the transition occurs) and of
topography (recognizing that the boundary seen in a soil
profile is but a seotion of a three-dimensional layer).
A.

Abrupt
Clear

Width of Boundary

: boundary leas than 2 cm
boundary 2

Gradual: boundary 5

5 cm wide
12 cm wide

Diffuse: boundary more than 12 cm wide.
In very detailed soil description some difficulty may
arise in the use of these terms to describe indefinite boundaries between thin transitional horizons. · Where there is,
little contrast between horizons the term "clear' may be
inappropriate and yet the horizons themselves may be too thin
to permit the logica! use of "gradual" or "diffuse" as these
terms are defined. It is recommended that the term "merging',
carrying the implication that the boundary is indistinct but
not necessarily wide, be used itl such cases.
B.
Smooth
Wavy

Topography of Boundary
boundary is nearly a plane surface

1

pockets are wider than their depths

Irregular: pockets are deeper than their width
Broken

: horizon bou~dary is not continuous (occurs
when horizons are developed in separated
cracks or pockets).

(
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s)

.lfil

Wherever possible, the pH of each horizon should be
determined a.nd recorded in the horizon description .
t)

Number of sample taken for a.nalysia

If samples are taken for a.nalysis, the number assigned
to each sample should be quoted (in brackets) at the end of
the description of the individual horizons concerned.

SECTION FIVE
Example Descriptions of Individual Profiles
The following desoription~ are intended to illustrate
the methods outlined in the previous pages. In order to
achieve this purpose as comprehensively as possible, information from a number of profiles has been compounded to prepare
each description. Thus, strictly speaking, none of the soils
described has My real exi s tence and, for this rea son, they
have been given i maginary locations.
Exampl e one
I

Informat i on on the site :
a . Profile Number: 1234
b . So il Name : Rhoda ser ies
o. Higher Category Classification:
FAO: Dystric Nitosol
USDA: Typio Rhodudult
d. Date of Examination:23 December 1965
e. Author: A.N.

Other

f. Location: 50 meters south of junotion to Gook on
the road from Pongo to Erk. Approximately 25 km
northeast of Cooksvillea Republic of Atlantis.
Approximately 36° s. 21 E.
g. Elevation: 250 meters
h. Land form:
i. physiographic positions on gently convex
slope near summit of rise.
ii. surrounding land form: rolling
iii. miorotopography: nil
i. Sl ope on which profil e is siteds gently sloping

(3 - 4%).

j.

.

Land-us e: At the time of examination land was under
r at her poor pasture. Land is also used for the
cultivation of wheat, . oats and potatoes. Small
amount s of fertilizer are used, ploughing is by
bullocks , but no detai ls of r ot ations, yiel ds or
management .practices were obtained.

k. Climate : no accurate data available l ocally, but
total annual rainfall about 1 , 500 mm. No pronounoed dry season but l~ss rainfal l in summer. Hot test

(
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months Janua~ and February with midday temperatures about 20 C a.nd monthly rainfall about 80 mm.
Frost not uncommon during winter mónths.
II

General Information on the Soil
a. Parent material: Apparently derived "in situ" from
deeply weathered granitic rocks (rich in ferromagnesian minerals) but possibly influenced by
volcanic ash deposits.
b. Drainages Class ·4 - well drained.
c. Moisture conditions in profile: Moist below 50 cm.
d. Depth of groundwater tables Unknown, but almost
certainly more than 5 metres, no influence on
profile.

f

e. Presence of surface stones, rock outcropss none
f. Evidence of erosion: none at site, but slight gu.117
erosion in adjacent field.
g. Presence of salt or alkali: none
h. Human influence: very slight, confined to plough
layer.
III.

Brief Description of the Profile

Deep, well drained, dark reddish brown profile, strikingly uniform in appeara.nce throughout its depth, especially
when moist. Structure is weak throughout but finer particles
are fairly strongly aggregated and the whole profile is
friable, porous and permeable. Closer examination shows a
well developed argillic:R with quite well developed cutans.
Root distribution is normal, with the majority of roots in
the top 25 cm.
IV•

Profile Desoription
Ap
o - 10 cm Uark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) moist and
brown ( 7. 5 YR 4/ 4) dry, fine sandy
loam; moderate coarse granular;
slightly sticky, slightly plastic,
friable moist, slightly hard dry;
many fine and medium interstitial
pores; abundant fine roots; clear,
smooth boundary; pH 5.4 (Sample

No. H 34).

BA

10 -

25 cm

Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist
and reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) dry,
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Bt1

BC

C

V

25 -

sandy clay loam; moderate fine subangu.lar blocky; slightly stioky,
slightly plastic, friable moist,
firm dry; ma.ny fine interstitial
pores; frequent fine roots; gradual
smooth boundary; pH 5.0 (Sample No.
H35).
70 cm Darlc reddish brown (2.5 YR 2/4) moist
and (2.5 YR 3/4) dry, sandy clay;
weak coarse subangu.lar blocky
breaking easily to moderate fine and
very fine angu.lar blocky; slightly
sticky, plastic, frïable to firm
moist, hard dry; broken, moderately
thick, cutans probably of clay
minerals with iron oxides and hydroxides on most ped faces; many fine
interstitial pores; few fine roots;
gradual, smooth boundary; pH 4.8
(Sample No. H36).

70 - 100 cm Dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) moist sandy
clay; weak very fine angu.lar blocky;
slightly sticky, slightly plastic,
friable moist; patchy, thin and
moderately thick cutans on some ped
faces; many fine interstitial pores;
very few fine roots; gradual, smooth
boundary; pH 4.8 (Sample No. H 37).
100 - 200 cm

Yellowish red (5 YR 4/6) moist sandy
clay loam; massive, crumbling readily
to very fine granular aggregates;
slightly sticky, slightly plastic,
friable moist; no detectable cutans;
many very fine pores; very few small
(0.5 cm), soft, spherical, black
iron-manganese nodules; pH 4.6 (No
sample taken).

Interpreted Characteristics of the Soil

The soil appears to be very suitable for mecha.nical
cultivation, although operations should be timed to avoid
wet periode. Despite its permeability, the aggregated nature
of the soil appears to make it very susceptible to gu.lly
erosion, so that contour ploughing and strip cropping on the

(
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contour should be employed, even on moderate slopes. The
soil is adapted toa wide range of crops. Strong phosphate
fixation is probable and phosphorous, nitrogen and possibly
lime and sulphur, fertilizer dressings are expected to be
particularly effective. Profiles dry out rapidly in summer
months and sprinkler irrigation may be desirable for some
crops.
Classification as Dystric Nitosol is based mainly on
colour, texture, ani structure. Confirmation _of classification in Dystric Unit awaits laboratory determination of base
exchange characteristics.
Example Two
I

Information on the site:
a.

Profile Nwnbers 12

b.

Soil Name: Chapa series

c.

Higher Categor:y Classification: French: Ferruginous Tropical Soil. FAO: Ferric Luviso_l . USDA:
Typic Paleustalf.

d.

Date of Examination: 7 May 1965

e.

Author: A.N. Other

f.

Locations On left side of footpath leading to
Bangi villa.ge, about 200 meters north of village,
of Chapa. Approximately 65 km east of Port Cabot,
Re8ublic of Atlantis, Approximately 6°12 1 S.
15 30' E.

g.

Elevation: 350 meters.

h.

Land form:
i. physiographic position: on gently convex
summit
ii. surrounding land form: undulating
iii. microtopography: surface of land has
pronounced ridges {about 20 cm high) relic
from previous hand cultivation. Occasional
termite 11).ounds.

i.

Slope on which profile is sited: Almost flat, land
slopes downward gently to east and west about 30
meters from pit.

j.

Vegetation and Land-use: Onder savanna fallow
regrowth at time of examination. Shrubs include
fil:!Q!!ä spp. and Pavetta spp., grasses are mainly
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Andropogon spp. Scattered trees {mainly Lophira)
and~ few oil palms (Elaeis guineensis).
The main crops of the area are yams and tall
sorghum (guinea corn) although some maize is also
grown, and cassava may be planted in the third
year of the "rotation". Yams are usually the first
erop planted after the fallow is cleared by
burning. Land is cultivat~d in ridges using
native hoe. Farmers plot trials in the area have
shown an economie response by yams to a 40-40-40
fertilizer mixture, but no fertilizers are used
by the farmers at present. Land is left to fallow
regrowth usually after three years of cultivation
and may remain under tall grass fallow forten
years or longer. Because of tse-tse fly, no
significant numbers of livestock are kept in the
area·.
k.

Climate1 Data derived from 0gumbo meteorological
station (10 kii east of site at approximately the
same elevation).
Average of J:ï ;y:ears
J

F

M

A

Monthly
rainfall {mm)

10 25 75

110

Monthly ma:x:.
temp. {°F)

91 94 94

90

M

J

J

A

s

0

N D

125 125 120 125 16o 155 30 10
88 86

82

81

83

86 88 89

Mean annual rainfall, 1,06o mm.
Climatic oonditions at the site can be expected to be
very similar. Note pronounced dry season Nov. - midMaroh.
II

General Information .on the Soil
a.

Parent material: Apparently derived "in situ" from
coarse granitic gneiss.

b.

Drainage: Class 4 - well drained.

c.

Moisture oonditions in profile: Moist throughout.
Heavy rains in week previous to sampling; typical
for time of year.

d.

Depth of groundwater: Below profile at all times
of the year.

(
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III

(

e.

Presence of surface stones and rock outoro ss
Class 1 in eaoh case - fairly stony boulders) and
fairly rocky.

f.

Evidence of erosion: none deteoted.

g.

Presence of aalt or alkalis none

h.

Human influence: very slight, confined to ridging
of surface soil.

Brief Description of the Profile

Very dark (effects of burning) surface horizon covered
with large worm casts overlying a loarny sand, gravel-free
horizon, an argilli.c B, containing large quanti ties of quartz
and ironstone gravel and a C horizon of saprolite inoluding
undisturbed quartz felspar veins. Structural development in
Bis weak and horizonation is ill defined. Almost unweathered granitic gneiss was seen at a depth of 210 c~ in an
adjacent seotion. Root distribution normal, . roots being
concentrated in the top 25 cm.
IV

Profile Description
Ap

0 -

8 cm Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2)
moist and dark greyish brown (10
YR 4/2) dry, fine sandy loam; wea.k
medium and fine crwnb; slightly
sticky, slightly plastic, very
friable moist, slightly hard dry
( includes some very hard "baked"
worm casts); many fine and medium
interstitial pores; upper part of
horizon öomposed of cylindrical
worm-casts up to 5 cm long and
1.5 cm diameter; abundant fine and
few medium roots; olear, smooth
boundary; pH 6.5 (Sample No. J65).

E(?)

8 -

25 cm Brown to dark brown ( 7. 5 YR 4/ 4)
moist, loamy sand; single grain
( al though "grains" are, in fa.et,
fine aggregates); slightly sticky;
non plastic, very friable to loose
when moist; many very fine interstitial pores; very frequent fine
and medium roots; gradual, smooth
boundary; pH6.o (Sample No. ·J66).
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BAcs

25 -

50 cm Brown (7.5 YR 5/4) moist, gravelly,
· sa.ndy loam; very weak fine subangular blocky breaking very easily
to fine aggregates; slightly sticky,
slightly plastic, very friable
moist; common fine interstitial
pores; few, fine, angular quartz
gravel. (1.0 to 1.5 cm) and frequent,
small, hard, spherical, black
ironstone nodules; few fine and
medium roots; gradual, smooth
boundary; pH 6.o (Sample No. J67).

Bt1cs

50 -

100 cm Strong brown (7.5 YR 5/6) moist
very gravelly sandy clay; weak
medium subangular blocky; slightly
sticky, slightly plastic, friable
moiá~; patohy, thin cutans on some
ped faoes and in root channels
probably of clay with iron oxide~;
common fine and medium interstitial
porès and few, fine, random, inped
tubular pores; few, fine, a.ngular
quartz gravel (1.0 to 1.5 cm) and
very few, a.ngular · quart ■ stones
(8 - 10 cm); frequent, small, hard,
spherical black ironstone nodules;
few medium roots; gradual, smooth
boundary; pH 6.2 (Sample No. J68).

BC

100 - 130 cm Reddish yellow (7.5 YR 6/6) moist
gravelly sa.ndy clay; weak medium;
suba.ngular blocky; slightly sticky,
slightly plastio; firm moist; few
fine interstitial pores; few, fine,
angular quartz gravel, few angular
quartz stones (8 - 10 cm) (seen to
be only slightly displaced from
vein in horizons below), frequent
very small a.ngular fragments of
felspar (0.2 to 0.5 cm), few small,
hard, spherical, black, ironstone
nodules; very few fine roots;
gradtîal, smooth boundary; pH 6.4
(Sample No. J69).

C

130 - 180 cm+Reddish iellow (7.5 YR 6/6) moist,
common, medium and coarse, distinct

(
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pink, yellowish red and white
mottles; slightly gravelly sandy
clay loam; massive; slightly sticky,
slightly plastic, firm moist; few,
fine angular quartz gravel; quartz/
felspar vein "in situ" and very
frequent very small fragments of
felspar; few, soft, somewhat
irregular dark red ironstone nodules;
occasional termite tunnels partially filled with material from horizons above; pH 6.4 .
V
{

Interpreted Characteristics of the Soil

The soil is adapted toa wide range of climatically
suited orops but areas of gently sloping land with this soil
are rather small and this, together with the presenoe of
surface stones and rock outorops limits the applioation of
mechanical methods of oultivation. The soil is susoeptible
to erosion, espeoially sheet erosion, on slopes steeper
than about 3%. The soil is very suitable for irrigation but
this does not appear possible in the area.
The soil has been olas•ified as a Ferruginous Tropioal
Soil, on the grounds of weak struotural development, rather
indistinot horizonation and lack of evidence of pronounced
illuviation. The stone free E(?) horizon is oonsidered to
be developed largely by termite aotivity. Classification as
a Luvisol is suggested by pH values, but awaits confirma"tion
by laboratory determination of base exchange charaoteristics
and meohanical analysis.
E:x:ample Three
I.

Information on the sites
a.

Profile Numbers 13

b.

Soil Name : Tenti series

c.

Higher Category Classificationz
FAO: Calcic Xerosol,
USDA: Typio Camborthid

d.

Date of Examinationz 5 October 1964

e.

Author: A.N. Other

f.

Location: 6o metres east of road from Mogul to
Berbeer from point near road junction to Ku.k.
About 250 km south east of the city of Usk,
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Central Aridia.

II

g.

Elevêtions 200 meters

h.

Land form:
i. physiographic position: on level plain
ii. surrounding land forms flat
iii. microtopography: nil

i.

Slope on which profile is sited: flat (less than
15~ slope)

j.

Vegetations Fairly dense cover of short grasses and
low shrubs. Perennial species include Psorulea
and Cousinia spp.; ephemerals include ~ and
!:Q.! spp.

k.

Climat e s Annual rainfall about 350 mm mainly in
winter and spring. Summer temperàtures are high.
(maximum + 49° C). Wint.e r temperatures very low
(-18° c.). Half of winter precipitation is in the
form of snow.

General Information on the Soil
a.

-III

Approximately 42°30 1 N. 170°10 1 W.

Parent material: Loess (windblown).

b.

Drainages Well drained.

o.

Moisture oonditions in profiles Dry throughout.

d.

Depth of groundwater: 12 metre·s in nearby well.

e.

Presenoe of surfaoe stones and rook outoropss Nil

f.

Evidenoe of erosi"onc None detected.

g.

Presenoe of ,salt and alkali: Apparently free.
Class 0.

h.

Human influenoes Nil.

Brief Description of the Profile

Profile is uniform in texture (silt loam) and has an
almost uniform brown oolor throughout. Structure is weak
( or very weak) throughout. Profile rea·cts to acid throughout
but there is some carbonate acoumulation in the B horizon
and horizon differentiation is mainly on the basis of the form
and quantity of oarbonate present. Small crystals of gypsum
present below a depth of 100 om. Root distribution normal.
IV

Profile Description
Ah.1

0 -

5 om Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3)
moist and brown (10 YR 5/3) dry

(
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silt loam; wea.k very fine platey
struoture; slightly sticky, slightly
plastic, friable moist, hard dry;
slightly oalcareous; abundant fine
and very fine roots; merging, smooth
boundary; pH 8.o (Sample No. J62) .
Ah2

5 -

17 cm Very similar to horizon above but
very slightly paler in colour and
without structure; clear, smooth
boundary; pH 8.o (No sample).
( ~ s top two horizons may represent old Ap with subsequent humus
accumulation superimposed).

(

Bw
(or BA)

Bwk

40 cm

Br?wn (10 YR 5/3)· moist and pale
brown (10 YR 6/3) dry, silt loam;
wea.k medium subangular blocky;
slightly sticky, slightly plasticJ
friable moist; slightly hard to
hard dry; no cutans deteotable;
many fine interstitial pores; thin
pseudomyoelia of CaC0 'l.; calcareous·;
few fine roots; gradu.ál smooth boundary; pH 8.2 ·(sample No. J63).

40 - 100 om

Essentially similar to horizon above
but greater concentration of carbonate, not as pseudo-myoelia, but
as few small nodules; strongly
oalcareous; fewer roots; gradual,
smooth boundary; pH 8.4 (Sample No.
J64).

17 -

BCk

100 - 130 om . Yellowish brown ( 10 YR 5/ 4) moist
and light yellowïsh brown (10 YR
6/4) dry, silt loam; very wea.k
coarse subangular blooky (almost
massive); slightly sticky, slightly
plastic, friable moist, slightly
hard dry; very few small carbonate
nodules; strongly calcareous; very
few small gypsum crystals; no roots
observed; gradual, smooth boundary;
pH 8.4 (Sample No. J 65).

C

130 - 200 om+- Light yellowiah brown (10 YR 6/4)
moist and very pale brown (10 YR
7/4) dry, silt loam; massive;
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slightly sticky, slightly plastic;
friable to firm moist, hard dry;
no carbonate concretions but calcareous reaotion to acid; very few
small gyps~ orystals; pH 8.4 (No
sample taken).
V

(

Inferred Charaoteristios of the Soil

Soil is very suitable for irrigation and with adequate
fertilizer application should give excellent yields of
cotton.

(
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SECTION SIX
The Description of a Whole Bo~y of Soil
The descriptions which are most commonly r equired for
soil survey reports and whioh are most valuable for purposes
of correlation, refer to whole bodies of soil composed of an
infinite number of related soil profiles and representing _a
Great ~oil Group, a soil series or some other unit of classification. Desoription of such a unit should e.xpress not
only the modal concept of the unit but also the range in
soil characteristics and of environmental conditions acoepted
within the unit.
The following format is recommended for the presentation of data in suoh descriptions:
a.

Name of the soil unit.

b.

Introductory paragraph giving higher order
classification of the unit (if appropriate) and a
brief swnmary of the essential oharacteristics
of the profile.

c.

Description of an individual profile. The profile
chosen should be as representative as possibl e of·
the modal concept of the unit and attention should
be drawn to any aberrant features which it presente .
The description should be prefaced by a short
paragraph giving details of the location, relief,
slope and vegetation cover of the individual
profile.

d.

Accepted range of profile characteristics and of
environmental conditions. (Inclüding details of
the range in colour, texture, stoniness, etc., as
appropriate; drainage; relief; vegetation cover
and climate) •

e.

Distribution and extent of the soil unit.

f.

Land-use and special management practices (if any).

g.

Associated soils. A paragraph giving a brief
description of the na.mes and broad characteristics
of soils commonly found associated with the soil
described.

h.

Similar soils. A paragraph describing the basis
for differentiat ing other soils having rather
similar profile morphology.
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i.

Additional remarks.
EXAMPLE'

The following example is intended to illustrate the
proposed format for describing whole bodies of soil. To
emphasize the difference in such descriptions from those of
an individual profile, the soil series described is considered to be the same as the one which provided "E:xample two" in
the previous section of these guidelines.
Chapa Series
The Chapa series are Ferruginous Soils (Ferric Luvisols
in the FAO Legend and typic Paleustalfs in the USDA Soil
~axonomy). They are deep, well drained soils and arê
characteristically brown to strong brown in colour w1th an
argilic B containing fairly large quantities of quartz and
ironstone gravel. Structural development is weak. and
horizonation ill defined.
Typical Profile
The following profile was examined in a specially
prepared pit, 50 meters south of milepost 70 (near Chapa
village) on the main road from Port Cabot to Gamaville,
North-western Atlantis. (Approxiroately 6°12 1 s. 15°30 1 E.).
The site was on a convex summit in gently undulating oountry
under a vegetation of tall grass fallow following arable
cultivation.
A

E(?)

0 -

10 -

10 cm Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2)
moist and dark greyish brown (10
YR 4/2) dry, fine sandy loam; wea.k
to moderate medium and fine orumb;
slightly sticky, slightly plastio,
very friable moist, slightly hard
dry; many fine and medium interstitial pores; many large worm casts
on the surface; abundant fine and
few medium roots; clear, smooth
boundary; pH 6.4.
20 cm

Brown to dark brown ( 7. 5 YR 4/ 4)
moist and brown (7.5 YR 5/4) dry,
sandy loam; very weak. fine subangula.r
blocky to structureless; slightly
sticky, non plastic, very friable
moist, loose dry; many very_fine
interstitial pores, very frequent

(
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fine and medium roots; gradual,
smooth boundary; pH 6.2.
BA

20 -

40 om Brown ( 7. 5 YR 5/ 4) moist and only
slightly paler dry, gravelly sandy
clay loain; weak to very weak, fine
subangular breaking very easily
to very fine aggregates; slightly
sticky, non plastic, very friable
moist, soft dry; common fine interstitial pores; frequent,fine,
angular quartz gravel (1.0 to 1.5)
and few, small, hard, spherical
black ironstone nodules; few fine
and medium roots; gradual, smooth
boundary; pH 6.2.

Btcs

40 - 100 cm Brown to strong brown (7.5 YR 5/5)
moist and dry, gravelly sa.ndy clay;
weak medium subangular blocky;
slightly sticky, slightly plastic,
friable moist, soft dry; patchy thin
and moderately thick cutans on some
ped faces but mainly in old root
cha.nnels probably of clay with iron
oxides; common fine and medium
interstitial pores and few fine
random (but mainly vertical) inped
tubular pores; few, fine, angular
quartz gravel (1.0 to 1.5 cm) and
very few, angular quartz stones (8
to 12 om); few,'small, hard, spherioal black ironstone nodules; few
medium roots; gradual, smooth
boundary; pH 6.4.

BC

100 - 130 cm

Reddish yellow (7.5 YR 6/6) moist
gravelly sandy clay; structureless
massive but breaking very aasily
to very fine aggregates; slightly
sticky, slightly plastic, friable
to firm moist; no detectable cutans;
gravel content similar to horizon
above; frequent very small angular
fragments of felspar; very few fine
roots; gradual, smooth boundary;
pH 6.4.
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C1

130 - 18o cm

C2 180-200/215 cm

R

200/215 cm+

Light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) moist,
common, medium and coarse, distinct
pink, yellowish red, reddish yellow
and white mottles, slightly gravelly
sandy clay loam; massive; slightly
sticky, slightly plastic, firm
moist; few, fine angular quartz
gravel, very frequent very small
fragments of felspar; few, soft,
somewhat irregular dark red ironstone nodules; gradual, smooth
boundary; pH 6.4.
Pinkish grey (7.5 YR 7/2) moist
coarse sandy loam; struotureless;
non sticky, non plastic; loose
moist; few, fine angular quartz
gravel; frequent irregular fragments (0.5 to 5 cm) of a strongly
weathered gneiss; clear, wavy
boundary.
Slightly weathered gra.nitic gneiss

(li,Qll: This profile is slightly finer in texture in
the E(?) and BA horizons tha.n is usual in the
series as a whole).

Range of Charaoteristics
a. Profile characteristics. The series is uell drainThickness of the solurn (to the bottom of Bt) ranges from
80 to 150 cm. Texture and color of the A and E horizons are
variable. Texture in the BA horizon (about 20 - 50 cm depth)
ranges from sandy loam to sandy olay loam. Texture in the
Bt horizon (about 40 - 100 cm depth) is not coarser than
sandy clay loam and is usually sandy clay. Colour in the B
horizons is not redder in hue than 7.5 YR. Reaction range
is neutral to slightly acid, pH increasing with depth. Substantial quantities of both quartz and ironstone gravel are
always present in the B horizons. Rock is normally encountered at a depth ranging from 150 to 250 cm from the surface.
ed.

b. Environmental characteristics. The soil occurs
in upper slope and summit sites and appears to be derived
exclusi,rnly from coarse grained gra.nitic gneisses under a
natural vegetation of tall grass savanna (probably a "fire
clima.x"). The soil h&s been encountered under annual rainfall ra.nging from 8oo to 1 100 mm, with uniformly high

(
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midday temperatures - over 26° C (8o° F) - and a pronounced
dry season from November to mid-March.
Distribution and Extent
The soil is restricted to upper slope and summit sites
in the rolling country fringing the eastern border of North
Western Atlantis. Although individual occurrences are qui te
small the series as a whole occupies about 300 square miles.
La.nd-use and Management Practices
At present the soil is used only for arable farming,
by primitive methods, and is favored by the local farmers
for this purpose. The main crops are yams (Dioscorea spp.)
and guinea corn (Sorghum vu.lgare), but some maize is also
grown. Minor crops, such as local bea.ns and melons are
usually interplanted. Cassava is cornmonly planted in the
third year of cultivation before the "farm" is allowed to
revert to natural grass fallow. Land pressure is not high
and fallow periods in which the main grasses are of Andropogon spp., normally extend for over t8n . years. Yields are
low under this system of management (maize and guinea corn
about 500 lbs./acre on average) but could probably be substantially increased by the use of fertilizers. Hand methods
of cultivation (native hoe) are used exclusively. The presence of surface stones and rock outcrops and the limited
extent of individual patches of the series provide severe
limitations to the possible use of mechanical equipment. The
soil is suitable for irrigation but its physiographic situation makes this impractical in most cases.
Associated Soils
Soils of Chapa series are usually associated with
gravel free soils of Apopo and Irego series, which occupy
lower topographical sites, and with poorly drained soils of
Joko and Adum series in the valley bottoms. 0ccasionally
similar soils of Rogor series (see below) are associated,
usually in higher topographical sites. In some areas,
shallow soils over indurated plinthite, Kako and Nago series,
are also associated.
Similar Soils
The only soils of similar morphology occurring in the
same vegetation zone are these of Roger and Arena series.
Soils of Rogor series ·are finer in texture, (sa.ndy clay
within 30 cm of the surface) and redder in colour (2.5 YR and
5 YR hues). These of Arena series are more sa.ndy in texture
(not finer than loamy sand to 50 cm) and are usually gravelly
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to the surface. Soils with almost identical morphology to
Chapa series, but differing in chemistry and immediate
potential, are found under forest vegetation in the coastal
zone and are classified separately as Pongo series.

(

Additional remarks
Biologioal aotivity is oonsidered to play an important part
in the morphology of these soils. In ma.ny areas, earthworm
aotivity is very pronounoed, the surface of the soil being
oompletely oovered with large wormoasts (up to 5 cm long).
~ermite hills are common in the area and the gravel-free
surfaoe horizons are probably a refleotion of termite
aotivity.
(
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